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We are all destined to die. We share it with all who ever lived and with all who ever will be. Let the memory of all those we have lost be a source of peace, and be consoled when the soul seeks its final resting place.

Let us not seek to understand what is too difficult for us, nor search for what is hidden, nor be preoccupied with what is beyond, for we have been shown more than we can comprehend.

As a drop of water, as a grain of sand on the shore are our few days in eternity. The good things in life last a short time, but a good name endures forever.

Ben-Sira
“The memory of the righteous shall be a blessing.”

Prov. 10:7
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We recall members of our Congregational Family who are no longer with us.

Vera Glick
Joyce Rosenstein
Ben Lomas
Eleanor Gutbezahl
Martin Dubin
Jerry Weiss
Eliot Silverstone

Eternal God, Source of mercy, give us the gift of remembering. May our memories of the departed be both tender and true, undiminished by time, not falsified by sentimentality. Let us recall them and love them as they were. Give us the gift of tears. Let us express our sense of loss, our sorrow, our pain, as well as our gratitude and love. Give us the gift of prayer. May we comfort You with an open heart, with trusting faith. Give us the gift of hope. May we always believe in the beauty of life, the power of goodness, the right to joy. May we surrender our being, and the souls of the departed to Your eternal compassion.
RABBI: Tell me, O Lord, what my term is, what is the measure of my days,

Allen Abrams Lucille Abrams
Lenora Bodek Esther Perez
Solomon Perez Jack Snyder
Missy Snyder
Remembered by Bonnie, Jason and Ariel Abrams

Marcus Herscher Rosalind Herscher
Sidney Alberts Etta Alberts
Remembered by Robert & Barbara Alberts and Family

Jordan Albuck
Remembered by Rick, Mindy, Aaron & Harris Albuck

Ezekiel Levy Charles Algazi
Sarina Yedid Levy
Remembered by Toni Algazi

Jerry Ashenberg
Remembered by Myrna Ashenberg

George Arons
Remembered by Diane & Alec Arons

Helena Tenenbaum Robinson
Remembered by Arleen Barisa

Robert Einhorn Joseph Barisa
Remembered by Arleen & Bill Barisa

Hedy K. Singer
Remembered by Bill Barisa

Leo Rubin & Evelyn Rubin William Burg
Regina & Hyman Greengrass Julia Hindreisch
Sam & Pauline Rubin Betty & William Hojer
Chris Boehmer Larry Hojer
Dominic Rubin
Remembered by Ilene Bauman, Esther Thomas & Jodi Boehmer

CONG: I would know how fleeting life is.
RABBI: You have made my life just handbreadths long;

Elizabeth Nigus                      Gertrude Berger
Bernard Nigus                        Eric Rosenblum
Nathan (Matty) Singer                Stephen Danielson
Mel Meyers                          Stuart Felman
Herman Berger                       Freda Suschin
Harold Suschin                      
                                     Remembered by May & Art Berger and Family

Clara Berger                        Harold Berger
Minnie Weisman                      William Weisman
Ed Weisman                          Jacob Dubinsky
Edna Loebl                          Naomi Toch
                                     Remembered by Marian & Milt Berger and Family

Martin Irwin Berger                 Rita & Mitchell Appelman
                                     Remembered by RoseMary Berger & Family, Ruben Appelman and Family

Golda Sitelman                      Samuel Sitelman
Betty Berman                        Morris Berman
                                     Remembered by Ethel & Edward Berman and Family

Abe Berman                          Mildred Greenstein
Leon Greenstein                     Sarah Berman
Nate Berman                         Gert Berman
                                     Remembered by Vivian Berman

H. Scott Bernstein                 Jordan Rubin
Joseph Carl Weitz                   Beatrice F. Weitz
Mildred Reiben                      Maxwell Reiben
Ellen Weitz                         Beatrice Bernstein
Vivian Reiben                       Marvin Reiben
                                     Remembered by Felice Bernstein

Rachelle Bergman                   Israel & Rose Rosen
David & Jean Rosen                  Adele Rosen Goldberg
Evelyn Rosen                       Hannah & Simon Blaustein
Bea & Frank Williams               Sadie Goodman
Sadie Klein                         Harold Goodman
Stanley Blaustein                   
                                     Remembered by Estelle, Bill & Eric Blaustein

CONG: It's span is as nothing in Your sight; no person endures any longer than a breath.
RABBI: Man walks about as a mere shadow; mere futility is his hustle and bustle

Rhoda Volk  
Morris Volk  
Jill Volk  
Lillian Volk  
Abraham Volk  
Solomon Volk  
Rose Rosen

Remembered by Caren & Nat Bosk and Family

Joseph Brusilovsky
Vera Ostrovsky
Faiga Feisenberg
Milka Skorotovsky

Remembered by Mark & Rozal Brusilovsky

Max Rosa

Remembered by The Bunin Family and Jane Melofsky

Dorothy & Sam Mandlowitz
Sandra Vigdor
Mel Rosenstein
Sandy Dumack
Joyce Rosenstein

Remembered by Elaine & Len Cantor and Family

Jeffrey S. Nye
Martin I. Chaloff
Herbert L. Stern
Jennie & Louis Chaloff
Roslyn Singer
Edwin Stone

Remembered by Miriam Chaloff and Maxwell & Leo Nye

Eric J. Marinoff
Dora Charatan
Rabbi Charles Lacks

Remembered by Jessica Marinoff & Jim Charatan

Sidney Charschan
Yetta & Abraham Weinberg
Lee & Morris Stern
Gertrude & Leon Reichman

Remembered by Lillian Charschan and Bill Charschan

Joseph & Bertha Goodman

Remembered by Lois & Sidney Clearfield

CONG: Amassing and not knowing who will gather in.
RABBI: What, then, can I count on, O Lord? In You my hope lies.

Jerome Brodsky
Herman Cohen
Benjamin Ginsberg
Ross Eilberg

Remembered by Hollis & Burton Cohen

Samuel Schaeffer
Sylvia Cohen

Remembered by Joyce & Herb Cohen and Family

Phyllis & Lawrence Cohen
Bud Cohen
Lillian & Harry Chovnick
Hilda & Ralph Szabo
Florence & Lester Herrup
Katte Cohen
Bernice & Meyer Cohen

Remembered by James Cohen & Laura Szabo Cohen & Family

Isaac Cohn
Ernestine Cohn
Anna Haven
Delores Wylen

Remembered by Arthur Cohn

Edward Cutler
Emanuel Herscher

Remembered by Ruth, Fred, Harrison & David Cutler

Leah Ozer
Goldie Denenberg
Marvin S. Denenberg
Marcia Gildar

Remembered by Charlotte & Harold Denenberg and Family

Arnold Tickner
Anna Tickner & George Tickner
Rose Dickler & Morey Dickler
Herbert Dickler
Genia Berman

Remembered by Mickey & Marv Dickler and Family

CONG: Hear my prayer, O Lord; give ear to my cry; do not disregard my tears.
**RABBI:** Hear this, all nations; listen well, all you who dwell on earth: Highborn and lowly, rich and poor alike.

Michael Dolnick Rose & Sidney Brofman
Irving Dolnick Steven Brofman
Anna Berger Percy Perloff
Samuel Fannie Dolnick Joseph Brofman
Clara Gorman Rose, Max, and Robert Spivack
Dave Perloff Phillip Pederson
George Emma Dolnick Julius Dolnick
Fannie Selsky Marvin Brofman
Eleanor Brofman Miriam Brofman
Phyllis Brofman Al Edith Berger
Sadie Dolnick Gene Dolnick

*Remembered by Ilene Gene Dolnick*

Leatrice Getraer Nathan Epstein
Herbert Getraer Marshall Epstein
Florence Epstein

*Remembered by Susan Herman Allen Epstein*

Leonard Strakowsky Benjamin Strakowsky
Seymour Strakowsky Bertha Felder
Ada Strakowsky Louis Felder

*Remembered by Gloria Matthew Ben Feldman*

Rabbi William Fierverker

*Remembered by Sarann Fierverker Miriam David Jennifer Bavati, Naomi Rachel Fierverker, and Molly Rebecca Weinberg*

**CONG:** I offer you wise counsel, enlightening you with my thoughts.
**RABBI:** Why must I tremble in troubled times, entrapped by the guilt of my own misdeeds,

David Fineman  
Eleanor Singer  
Sophie & Jerome Fineman

*Remembered by Barbara Fineman, Howard Fineman, Jill, Glenn, Danielle & Heather Borochaner*

Benjamin Dickstein  
Rae C. Dickstein

Richard Finkel  
Clara Dickstein

Morris Finkel  
Helen Finkel

Jacob Berkowitz  
Francis Berkowitz

Mollie Lesit  
Samuel Lesit

Shirlee Finkel  
David Dickstein

Elaine Vincoff  
Ziva Garini

Dorothy Dickstein  
Ed Berkowitz

*Remembered by Joy, Marc, Benjamin & Molly Finkel*

Karen First-Fell  
Sadie Firx

Arthur Firx  
Harry J. Cohen

Paul J. Cohen  
Sarah Cohen

Anne Greenberg  
Jack Greenberg

Henrietta Cohen  
Ben Evans

*Remembered by Janet & Bill First and Family*

Louis Fisher  
Nina & Harry Cohen

Claire & Leon Shecter  
Sally & Samuel Weiss

Ida & Max Fisher  
Steven Cohen

Larry Cohen  

*Remembered by Dawn, Ted and Stephanie Fisher*

**CONG:** While others take pride in their achievements, driven by their great wealth?
RABBI: None of us, in fact, can save ourselves, or pay G-d a ransom for our lives.

Samuel Kitces
Hyman Zvi Keces
Ethel Rachel Charest Kitces
Jack Pearson
Meyer Pearson
Annie Keses Mendelssohn
Rose Keses
Meshollam Zise Kitces
Irving Keses
Al Fishman
Sam Baron
Willie Immerman

Remembered by The Kitces/Fishman Family

Andrew Flager
Jacob Altman
Frank Flager
Joseph Winkler
Jean Eagle
Ina Altman
Jeffrey Suskin

Remembered by Reneé Flager

Alan David Weinberg
Joshua Martin Weinberg
Myrtle Weinberg
Edythe Lubin
Joseph Kramer
Roslynn Rogers

Remembered by Marsha, Jodi & Jason, Melissa & Conrad, Mallory & Adam, Jordyn, Leah, Riley & Adele & Zev

Andrew Flager
Jerry Newman
Bernie Brooks

Remembered by Sherry and Randy Flager

CONG: The price of living is too high to go on endlessly. There is no way to evade death forever.
RABBI: Clearly, death engulfs even the wise no less than the foolish and unenlightened.

CONG: They, too are lost, and leave their possessions to others. Their grave is their eternal home, their dwelling for all time.
RABBI: Such is our fate; it is foolish to expect otherwise, to wish for a different end.

CONG: So have no fear – do not envy the riches of others, nor be jealous of their influence.
RABBI: For they can take nothing with them to the grave; their glory does not follow them when they die.

Michael Levin  Sonny Goldstein
Cilli and Erwin Solarski  Esther and Manuel Roda

Remembered by Dara and Seth Goldstein

Beatrice Friedman  Ida Friedman

Remembered by Rebecca, Ken, Amanda & Alex Good

Gerald Gordon  Bella & Samuel Dessel
Bernard Dessel

Remembered by Marlene & Jeffrey Gordon, Christy Brooks, Max Gray, Jennifer and Scott Etheridge and Abigail J. Etheridge

Herbert Silverman  Ruth Botwinik
Morton Gorelick  Ronnie Gorelick
Samuel Silverman  Sarah Silverman
Max Horwitz  Jean Lebo
William Gorelick  Tillie Gorelick

Remembered by The Gorelick Family - Sandy, Rich, Molly and Rusty

CONG: We should rather appreciate life during our lifetime, and thank You, G-d, for all Your kindnesses.
**RABBI:** As parents have compassion for their children, so the Lord has compassion for those who fear G-d.

- David Greenberg
- Herman Greenberg
- Bertha Greenberg
- Sarah Sternberg
- Henry Babitt
- David Sternberg
- Bessie Babitt
- Joseph Babitt
- Judith Wolf
- Lil Hyman
- Esther Wolf
- Milton Hyman
- Joseph Wolf
- Gloria Greenberg
- Florence Berggren

*Remembered by Linda & Ken Greenberg and Family*

- Sylvetta Gritz
- Henry Gritz
- Eve Gritz

*Remembered by Janice, Stewart, David, Isaac and Sam Gritz*

- Ralph M. Heller
- Mollie & Chaim Fleisher
- Hermina & Solomon Heller
- Beatrice Schaff McCracken

*Remembered by Denah Heller and Susan Knopfmacher*

- Dolores Hessberger
- Aaron Lutsky

*Remembered by Robyn, Lee, Marc & Elyse Hessberger and Elaine Lutsky*

- Carol B. Golden

*Remembered by The Hoffman Family*

**CONG:** For G-d knows how we are formed; G-d is mindful that we are dust.
**RABBI:** But the Lord’s steadfast love is for all eternity toward those who fear G-d.

Leon Horowitz
Daniel & Freda Horowitz
Harriett & Howard Kirshner
Maxene Mollen
Muriel Margulis
Bernice Brook
Helen Rothschild
Shirley Katz
Gloria Rosenberg

**Remembered by Irma Horowitz and Family**

Phyllis & Fred Schwartz
Fay & Isidore Schachter
Boris Gutbezahl
David & Dorothy Dickstein
Murray Goldstein
Gladys Schwarz
Irwin Schachter
Alexander Schachter
Frank Sadofsky

Lily Jacob
Esther Mourad
Johanna Jacob
Rachel Elgamil

**Remembered by Grace Jacob**

Marcelle Lichaa
David Abell
Joseph Lichaa

Irvin L. Jacobs
Janice Sapperstein
Bernard Sapperstein

**Remembered by Marc, Sandy, Allyson & Drew Jacobs and Scott Kaplan**

Gary Volliner
Marvin Keyser

Rivka Jelen
Alexander Jacobowitz
Kira Jelen

**Remembered by Shanna & Michael Jelen and Family**

Fritz & Morris Saltiel
Maury Moskowitz
Rachel & Rueven Jelen

Milena Kanner
Jerome Lettofsky

**Remembered by Larry & Amy Kanner and Family**

Joanne Herzog

**CONG:** And G-d’s beneficence is for the children’s children.

17
RABBI: How many are the things You have made, O Lord;

Cong: You have made them all with wisdom; the earth is full of your creations.
**RABBI:** There is the sea, vast and wide, with its creatures beyond number, living things, small and great.

Rabbi William Fierverker
Rebecca & Ike Kleiman
Marcia Mayrson
Claire & Murray Barnett
Sydelle & Morris Mayrson
Dr. Herman Corn
Irene & Herb Krulik
Nathaniel Schwartz
Thelma & Ed Gross
Betty Corn
Andrew Flager

*Remembered by Roz Kleiman and Family*

Efrem Brauer
Solomon Brauer
Samuel Tauber
M. Rhoda Brauer
Claire Kleinman
Harold Brauer
Antan Cerny

*Remembered by David & Nancy Kleinman*

Arthur Knopfmacher
Miriam Beckman
Allen Beckman
Jerri Mandell
Judi Keane

*Remembered by The Kotzker and Mandell Families*

Kurt Goldschmidt
Bernice Goldschmidt
George Tamaccio

*Remembered by Harry, Marcia, Jennie & Harrison Kratz*

Allen Krevitz
Ruth Krevitz

*Remembered by Shelli & Ken Krevitz*

**CONG:** All of them look to You to give them their food when it’s due.
Arnold Kritz
Samuel Rubin
Ethel Korth
Lucille Sirulnik
Gloria Staples Rubin

Rose & David Staples
Max Rubin
Minnie & Morris Kritz
Helen & Abe Borodach

Remembered by Barry Kritz & Joan Rubin-Kritz

Rose Hecht
Bernard Laks
Harold Ravitz
Leo T. Lander

Willy Hecht
Blanche Laks
Lillian Ravitz

Remembered by Jack & Ruth Laks and Family

Charles Laveson
H. Joseph Matusow
Sol Kreisler
Sol Laveson
Joseph Lewin
Anna Silverstein
Harry Silverstein

Gordon Lewin
Kitty Matusow
Florence Kreisler
Sophie Laveson
Flora Lewin
Solomon Matusow
Fannie Matusow

Remembered by Faye Laveson & Karen and Joe Lewin

Gerald Levey
Roberta Levey

Esther Herzfeld
Benjamin Herzfeld

Remembered by Lois, Brian, Aaron and David Levey

Harry Mausner
Benjamin Levine
Deborah Mausner

Bertha Mausner
Rachel Levine

Remembered by Rhoda & Aaron Levine

Ernest Rosenberg
Meta Rosenberg
Sylvia Goldstein Davis
Chaya Goldstein

Bernhard Rosenberg
Joseph Goldstein
Tirza Freeman

Remembered by The Levitan/Rosenberg Family

RABBI: Give it to them, they gather it up, open Your hand, they are well satisfied.

CONG: Hide Your face, they are terrified; take away their breath, they perish and turn again into dust;
**RABBI:** I turn my eyes to the mountains; from where will my help come?

Vicki Lieberman  
Marvin Swartz  
Cy Lieberman  
Dorothy Meltzer  
Milton Cohen  
Iris Lieberman  
Helen Lieberman  
Herb Lieberman  
Manya Swartz  
Raemarie Lieberman  
Albert Meltzer  
Eugene Cohen  
Joseph Cohen  

*Remembered by Robin, Jordan, Andrew & Michelle Lieberman*

Albert Benderson  
Ruth Bauer  
Robert Bauer  
Nathan Lighter  
Nathan Bauer  

*Remembered by Carol Benderson-Lighter & Stuart Lighter and Family*

Alice Young  
Phillip Frydman  
Albert Sher  
Lillian Lightman  
Adolf Lightman  
Donald Kimmelman  
Sylvia Sher  
Sandy Erlichman  
Richard Cohen  
Basil Young  
Regina Frydman  
Percy Lightman  
Harold Stein  
Carol Edelman  
Missy Snyder  
Toby Erlichman  
Hyme Erlichman  

*Remembered by Robert Lightman & Family*

Barbara Lindenbaum  
Anna Lindenbaum  
Reba Weiner  
Herman Lindenbaum  
Barry P. Axelrod  

*Remembered by Robert Lindenbaum & Diane Axelrod*

Max Lipschutz  
Roberta Maria Lipschutz  
Sylvia Lipschutz  

*Remembered by The Lipschutz and Flager Families & Steven Lipschutz*

**CONG:** My help comes from the Lord, Maker of heaven and earth.
I never think of myself as waiting for you, 
but then when the holiday has come and gone 
when I’m packing up the Pesach dishes, 
or taking down the sukkah 
I feel hopeless and alone. 
Inconsolable
Then I realize
I’ve left a small corner 
somewhere deep inside myself 
unpainted.

And in that small corner 
I’m still a child, 
a little girl, 
waiting.
And I had hoped 
without knowing it 
that this chag 
you’d come. 
My tears fall on the Pesah dishes 
and I wonder 
why you’ve left me here 
alone.

-Merle Feld
Do not stand at my grave and weep
   I am not there. I do not sleep.
I am a thousand winds that blow.
I am the diamond glints of snow.
I am the sunlight on ripened grain.
   I am the gentle autumn rain.
When you awaken in the morning’s hush
   I am the swift uplifting rush
Of quiet birds in circled flight.
I am the soft stars that shine at night.
Do not stand at my grave and cry;
   I am not there. I did not die.

-1932 by Mary Elizabeth Frye
**RABBI:** G-d will not let your foot give way; your guardian will not slumber;

Benjamin Lomas  Manuel Lomas
Joshua Lomas  Arlene Spolsky
Myer & Ethel Fox  Louis Fox
Robert & Mary Lomas

*Remembered by Joy Lomas and The Lomas Family*

Raymond Lubing  Frieda Lubing
Avrum Lubing  Annie Shapiro
Lillian Lubing  Abraham Lubing
Frank Ross  Kate Ross
Phillip Weinstein  Hattie Weinstein
Lena Rosenbaum  Rhoda Sylvester
Howard R. Ross  Meyer Stein
Bernard Ross

*Remembered by Lynn, Ben, Pamela & Brian Lubing*

Leonard Lustig

*Remembered by Chuck, Beth, Rebecca, Jonah & Sarah Lustig*

Estelle Lutzker  Irene & Harry Gershenson
Helen & Max Berman  Sidney Lutzker
Katie & Joseph Lutzker  Morris & Esther Rosenholtz
Rosalind Rothstein  Joseph & Rose Gershenson

*Remembered by Albert & Esther Lutzker and Family*

Estelle Lutzker  Ethel Mandell
Sidney Lutzker  Reba Weintraub
Helen & Max Berman  Morris Berkes
Katie & Joseph Lutzker  Rose Berkes
Milton Berkes

*Remembered by Marcy & David Lutzker and Family*

Roy Marder  Emanuel Feldman
Irene Marder  Fay Feldman

*Remembered by Mara Feldman and Mitchell Marder*

Eric J. Marinoff  Gertrude K. Marinoff
Jacob Marinoff  Joel Marinoff
Edwin D. Liss  Curt Rothbard
Steve Brown

*Remembered by Norman & Janet Marinoff & Charatan Family*

**CONG:** See, the guardian of Israel neither slumbers nor sleeps.
RABBI: The Lord is your guardian; the Lord is your protection at your right hand.

Esther Mash & Joseph Mash
Esther Goldie Mash & Benjamin Mash
Jacob Mash
Martin Dubin

Remembered by Stewart Mash

Marilyn Green Matez
Eva Strauss
Anna & Morris Strauss
Seymour Strauss

Remembered by Carrie Matez and Family

Morton Goldstein
Sadie & Al Goldstein
Lillian & Michael Kohn
Jeanne Harouche
Edna Faye & Ned Melmed
Ruth & Ben Eisner
Charles & Rose Berkowitz
Jean Goldstein
Leeba Rasha Heft
William Cohen
Rhea (Dolly) Cohen
Becky Melmed
Shayna & Seymour Barlas
Sarah Acker
David Melmed

Remembered by Barbara & Mark Melmed and Family

Samuel & Rose Wolicki
Esther Sonia & Milton Miller
Morris & Shirley Miller
Sarah & Baruch Wolicki
Miriam & Paul Wolicki
Ingrid Wolicki
Nathan & Jennie Miller
Herman & Rae Wolicki
Leslie L. Miller

Remembered by Drs. Eva & Sheldon Miller, Mrs. Kimberly, Dr. Gary Klein
and Bernard Miller

Elaine Katz
Matthew Katz
Ida Katz
Irving Katz
Margaret Kummer
Edward Kummer
Philip Greenberg
Rose Scherzer
Sam Scherzer
Muriel Cournos
Alex Cournos
Noel Blum
Philip Kirman
Milton Minsky
Mildred Minsky
Sarah Kirman
Louis Kirman
Nathan Minsky
Bertha Minsky
Abraham Kirman
David Kirman
Marlene Deforrest
Jack Jacoby
Anne Jacoby
Arthur Schifrin

Remembered by Steve & Judy Minsky

CONG: By day the sun will not strike you, nor the moon by night.
RABBI: The Lord will guard you from all harm, G-d will guard your life.

Heidi Mittleman          Sarah Mittleman
Benjamin Mittleman       Louis Grodsky
Ida Grodsky               Peter Grodsky
Nathan Grodsky            Fay Grodsky
Jacob Grodsky             Rose Brooks
Ruth Mittleman

Remembered by Gloria & Ed Mittleman and Family

Niesel Moszer            Dora Moszer
James Salomon            Charlotte Salomon
Minnie Salomon           Max Salomon
Jacob Schonbach          Ruth Schonbach
Leonard Schonbach        Vera Schonbach
Fred Schonbach           Betty Schwarz
Helen Gurvitch           Jeannette Schonbach

Remembered by Sidney & Eva Moszer and Family

Fran Nitkin              Seymour Karpas
Frederick Nitkin         Sandford Juster
Brian Nitkin             Bertha Juster
Max Juster               Irving Neufeld
Isadore Juster           Tom Vesely
Joseph Neufeld           Lou Nawke
Roslyn Nitkin            Harry Neufeld

Remembered by Andy Nitkin

Lawrence Oring           Sophie Cohen
Joan Hamburger           Erich Hamburger
Simon DuBow               

Remembered by Richard, Rachael, Ethan Myles & Logan Oring

Isaac Godin              Gerda Godin
Henry Ostro              

Remembered by Evelyn Godin-Ostro & Marc Ostro

CONG: The Lord will guard your coming and going now and forever.
RABBI: I seek refuge in You, O Lord; may I never be disappointed; as you are righteous, rescue me

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remembered by Barbara, John, Jeremy, Jena, Heather &amp; Ethan Pashak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Harold &amp; Elaine Bess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph &amp; Sandy Bess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seymour &amp; Phyllis &amp; Bonnie Bess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William &amp; Dorothy Rubenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman Sabott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard &amp; Marcy Sabott &amp; Eileen Amet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol &amp; Eva Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Krongold &amp; Estelle Cooperman Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William &amp; Ann Pashak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham, Esther, and Nathan Zolyan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remembered by Lenora Perlmutter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Perlmutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellie &amp; Frank Levin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isadore Shore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remembered by Charlie Podhaizer and Family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Podhaizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Podhaizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Podhaizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Podhaizer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remembered by The Pollack and Ashley Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen (Karen) Pollack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONG: Incline your ear to me; be quick to save me;
**RABBI:** Be a rock, a stronghold for me, a citadel, for my deliverance.

Arthur Pollock
Elias Pollock
Irwin Ross
Irene Miller
  *Remembered by Sara Pollock & Fran & Bill Miller and Family*

Joseph Pruzan
Florence & Samuel D. Smith
Beverly Beckman
  *Remembered by Rita Pruzan and Family*

Ida Reiss
Lenore H. Jackson
  *Remembered by Judi & Gary Reiss and Family*

Joshua Scott Reiss
  *Remembered by Judi & Gary Reiss, Adam & Rachel Reiss & Addison, Jordan, Lisa & Amelia Reiss, Jonathan & Kelley Reiss & Vivian and Jennifer Reiss*

Nettie & Charles Rettig
Tillie & Joseph Leifer
Jennie Ciquera
Albert Rettig
  *Remembered by Tina Leifer Rettig & Michael Rettig*

Isadore Rose
Grigoriy Borisovich Sakhnovich
Tema Abramovna Epshteyn
  *Remembered by Lewis Rose and Galina Sakhnovich*

I. Charles Rosenberg
Mona Bookbinder Rosenberg
Roslyn Kuchin
  *Remembered by Shelley & Arnie Rosenberg and Ross Kuchin*

**CONG:** For you are my rock and my fortress; You lead me and guide me as befits Your name.
RABBI: You free me from the net laid for me, for you are my stronghold.

Dr. Melvin Rosen
Leah Rosen
Morris Goldzar
Hilda Goldzar

Remembered by The Rosen Family

Gloria Rosenberg
Herman Rosenberg
Samuel & Sadie Rosenberg
Lawrence Rosenberg
Charles & Estelle Schwartz

Remembered by Irvin Rosenberg

Millie Fisher
David Rosenthal
Lynn Paul Mark
Frieda “Fritzi” Rosenthal
Larry Lang
Murray Fisher

Remembered by Carol & Gary Rosenthal and Family

Abe Rothstein
Samuel Ellis
Joseph Rothstein
Laura Weiss
Jack Tillis
Beatrice Mallin
Harriet Ellis
Rose Rothstein
Grace Robson
Helen Tillis
Barry Tillis
Arthur Robson

Remembered by Beverly Rothstein and Family

Betty & Herman Corn
Alan Corson
Marvin Rappaport
Murray & Helen Ringold
Dorothy & David Dickstein
Nathan (Spike) Kleiman
Harry Gross

Remembered by Janet & Leon Rudolph

Faye Setzer Jawitz
Eugene Sadoff
Abram Weiss
Melvin Jawitz
Rose Weiss
Maxine Sadoff

Remembered by Beth, Ari, Eli and Noah Sadoff

Howard R.Safir
Helen & Jules Safir
Sybil & Henry Kleiman
Fred Safir
Martha C. Ross
Sylvie and Martin Schrieber

Remembered by Francine Safir and Sasha Safir-Temple

CONG: Into your hand I entrust my spirit; You redeem me, O Lord, faithful G-d.
**RABBI:** My fate is in Your hand; save me from the hand of my enemies and pursuers.

Rae Shubin
Sidney S. Shubin
Remembered by Barbara & Steven Saltzmann and Family

Esther Samachson
Albert M. David
Remembered by Eva & Harvey Samachson and Family

Hilda Schachter
Anne W. Goldstein
Lottie Weber
Rachel Goldstein
Esther Hertz
Joseph Glatt
Jerome Isaacs
Barrett J. Raff
Remembered by Ellen & Jerry Schachter

Bonnie Blyweiss
Evelyn Blyweiss
Paul Bernstein
Bobbi Casten
Harry Becker
Sue Ellen Jurman
Remembered by Phyllis, Larry, Sam and Jeremy Schachter

Alfred Peltzman
Sam Schapira
Remembered by Ruth & Jerry Schapira, Allison and Zachary

Harry Schlam
Rebecca Bogage
Rose Schlam
Anne Bogage
Bessie Robbins
Remembered by Caroline Bogage Schlam and Family

**CONG:** Show favor to your servant; as You are faithful, deliver me.
RABBI: The Rock, His work is perfect and all His ways are just;

Nathaniel Ephraim Schwartz  Gabriel Baruch Schwartz
Miriam T. Schwartz  Louis B. Schwartz
Elizabeth J. Schwartz  Greta K. Rosenbaum
Leopold Rosenbaum  Eva Rosenbaum Leckband
Peter Ros (Rosenbaum)  Nora Schwartz
   Remembered by Monica R. Schwartz and Family

Henrietta Schwarz  Alois Schwarz
Anna Zeller  Joseph David Zeller
Gladys Schwarz
   Remembered by Dr. Herbert Schwarz and Family

Helen Rosenberg  Hanna Seckel Drucker
Martin Rosenberg  Bernd Drucker
Ralph E. Seckel
   Remembered by Peter & Mindy Seckel and Family

Sam Schulman  Anna Schulman
Sylvia Schulman  Abe Schwartz
Edna Schwartz  Abraham Shandelman
Bess Shandelman  Bill Shandelman
Herman Rosenberg  Boris Gutbezahl
Arthur Schulman  Gloria Rosenberg
Andrew Flager
   Remembered by The Shandelman Family

Francis Cohen  Morris Cohen
Milton Liner  Betty Liner
Daniel Shapiro
   Remembered by The Shapiro Family

Marjorie Shavel  Ida Shavel
Louis Shavel  Ben Moses
   Remembered by Dr. Mike Shavel

William Rader  Claire Rader
   Remembered by Eric & Liza Sherman, Pearl Meltzer

CONG: A faithful G-d, never false, true and upright is G-d.
RABBI: The Rock is perfect in every way. Who can question G-d about His deeds?

Charles Sloan
Seymour Kaplan

Adeline Sloan
Remembered by Sheldon, Julie, Josh, Ryan and Jeff Sloan

Adele Kalaminsky
Sharon Hurvitz
Rose Lichtman

Harold Kalaminsky
Herman Lichtman
Remembered by Bob & Michelle Smilk

Joseph & Bessie Smolen
Sidney & Rose Gertz
Arthur & Sandra Feinberg
Norman A. Smolen

Albert & Minna Haldane
Sidney & Jean Smolen
Sol & Eve Fass
Eric Feinberg

Remembered by Jill, Alan, Erica and Sophie Smolen

Itele Zlotojabko

Remembered by Sophie Smolen

Isadore & Tillie Simon

Remembered by Erica Smolen

Michele “Missy” Snyder
Solomon Perez

Jack “Reds” Snyder
Esther Perez

Remembered by Bruce, Gillian and Noah Snyder

CONG: G-d rules below and on high, causing death and giving life to the dead, bringing down to the grave and raising up.
RABBI: The Rock, perfect in every deed. Who can ask G-d, “What are you doing?”
His word is fulfillment.

Jacob Sohmer  Sarah Sohmer
Bernard Sohmer  Murray Sohmer
Isadore Caplan  Ty Caplan

Remembered by Carol Sohmer and Family

Robert Klein  E. Marvin Sokol
Sigmund Klein  Arline Klein
Claire Berenberg  Eli Berenberg
Gertrude Stein  Bernard Stein
Bella Sokol  Barnet Sokol
Nancy Sokol  Perry Lipkin

Remembered by David, Debbie, Rebecca and Adam Sokol and Flora Klein

Sanford Solarz  Herbert Brown
Magda Brown  David Solarz
Leah Solarz  Florence Solarz
Oscar Brown  

Remembered by Trudie Solarz and Family

Irvin Kawarsky  Eloise Kawarsky
John J. Soto  Alejandro Goins de Soto

Remembered by Jay Kawarsky & Alec Soto

Mel Hunn  Benjamin Cossrow

Remembered by Selma Spivack

Max Katz  Minnie Katz
Leo Stein  Sallie Stein

Remembered by Marilyn & Allen H. Stein

CONG: Graciously deal with us; through the merit of Isaac who was bound like a lamb, hearken and fulfill.
RABBI: You are just, Adonai, in causing death and in giving life to the dead. In Your hand are all spirits.

Margaret Strauss  Carol Strauss
Max Strauss    Paula Strauss
Ludwig Strauss  Martin Strauss
Joseph Goldsmith  Frieda Goldsmith
Hal Goldsmith    Ernest Goldsmith
Carl Strauss    Ruth Strauss

Remembered by Herbert Strauss and Family

Miriam Zucker  Jan Zucker
Arnold Zucker    Ethel Cohen
Grace Strouse    Benjamin Cohen
Augusta Zucker    Bessie Schwartz
Jerome Zucker    Lena Strouse
David Schwartz    Frank Strouse
Lewis Strouse

Remembered by Susan & Harve Strouse

Jules Sussman    Leon Al Sussman
Samuel Sussman  Ida Sussman Levenson
Rose & Samuel Goldman  Myron Goldman
Gilbert Sussman  Reuben Sussman
Esther Seale  Shirley Sussman Klein
Aviva Sussman  Normán Stern
Eleanor Temkin  Jules Sussman
George Temkin  Edith Goldman
Gerald Goldman

Remembered by Blanche Sussman and Family

Leonard Terr    Abraham Libenson
Alexander Needleman  Florence Libenson
Cora Needleman

Remembered by The Terr Family

Marlene Troll    Sam Troll
Leah Troll    Sheila Gould
Peggy Eisner    Paul Eisner

Remembered by Barry Troll

CONG: Far be it from You to blot out our remembrance. Consider us with mercy, for compassion and forgiveness are Yours, Adonai.
RABBI: What advantage is there for a mortal to live for one or one thousand years? He shall be as though he had not been.

Leon Vegotsky
Edward Schulick
Rose Goldberg

Eva Schulick
Ben Schulick
Jacob Goldberg

Remembered by The Goldberg/Vegotsky Family

Natalie Wachspress
Jean & Sidney Wachspress
Mary & William Cohen
Dora & Alex Milecofsky

Herbert Milecofsky
Mildred & Milton Gross
Herbert Cohen
Thelma Milecofsky Moss

Remembered by Dan & Debbie Wachspress and Family

Phyllis Pack Deitz
Rachael & Morris Deitz
Ralph Esterman
Justin Frankel

Effie Golub
Ida & Michael Pack
Jonas J. Dietz
Ralph Esterman

Remembered by Kathi D. Wachtenheim and Family

CONG: Praised is the Judge of Truth, who causes death and gives life to the dead.
RABBI: Wondrous in purpose, mighty in deed, You see all the way of mortals, giving each according to his ways and the fruit of his deeds.

Alan David Weinberg
Claryne Weinberg
Samuel Benjamin Tapper
Myer Weinberg
Myrtle Weinberg
Joseph Kramer
Frances Jenny
Sali Tapper
Yetta Tapper
Mitchell Kates
Esther Kates

Remembered by Michelle, Michael & Jeanette Weinberg

Oscar Arost
Anna Sherman
Robert Weinberger
Karen Weinberger
Pauline Weinberger

Remembered by Meredith Sherman, Michael, Natan & Eli Weinberger

Bernard Cobert
Mollie Weinstein
Jennie Cohen
Ida Cobert
Lillian Kavitsky
Beatrice Weinstein

Remembered by Eileen & Phil Weinstein and Family

CONS: Proclaim that Adonai is just. G-d is my Rock in whom there is no flaw.
**RABBI:** One thing I ask of the Lord, for this I yearn; To dwell in the House of the Lord all the days of my life, to pray in G-d’s sanctuary, to behold the Lord’s beauty.

Helen Eisman                      Edward Eisman
Phyllis Weisgold                  Isadore Weisgold
Mark Weisgold

*Remembered by The Spevak/Weisgold Families*

Jerry Weiss                      Anna & Jacob Weiss
Dorothy & Harry Geltzer          Dena & Bernard Weiss
Eleanor & Isadore Weiss          Betty & Henry Israel
Rose & David Geltzer             David Fineman
Ginger & Morris Israel           Murray Sohmer
Erika Lazoff                     Howard Feldman
Phyllis & Al Greenland

*Remembered by Ruth Weiss and Family*

David & Dorothy Dickstein        Sylvia & Bernard Weissman
Temma & William Nirenberg        Clara & Morris Dickstein
Dora & Joe Friedman              Lillian & Leon H. Weissman
Rae & Benjamin Dickstein         Blossom & Jack Backal
Spike Kleiman                    Irene & Herbert A. Krulik

*Remembered by Leon, Cara, Adina and Temma Weissman*

Paul Wellerstein                 Bronia Wellerstein
Bernard Nusrein                  Doris Nusrein

*Remembered by Margie & Jack Wellerstein*

**CONG:** G-d will hide me in His shrine, safe from peril. G-d will shelter me, and put me beyond the reach of disaster.
**RABBI:** G-d will raise my head high above my enemies about me.

Leon Brooks

_Remembered by Marsha Brooks Wishnov_

Murray Young  
Frances Isaacs  
Rose Salitsky  
Fannie Erlich  
Bill Erlich  
Miriam Rosenblatt  
Claire Dubin

_Remarked by Lauren, Steven, Max, Maya & Marly Young and Rosalie & Sam Levinson_

David & Ethel Chidell  
David & Isabel Yasner

_Remembered by Mel and Deanie Yasner_

Fay & Irving Choleff  
Ida & Aaron Choleff  
Norma Kade

_Remembered by Joan Choleff Zuckerman and Family_

**CONG:** I will bring G-d’s offerings with shouts of joy. I will sing, I will chant praise to the Lord.
We Remember Them

In the rising of the sun and it’s going down, 
we remember them.
In the blowing of the wind and the chill of the winter, 
we remember them.
In the opening of the buds and the rebirth of spring, 
we remember them.
In the blueness of the skies and the warmth of summer, 
we remember them.
In the rustling of the leaves and the beauty of autumn, 
we remember them.

As long as we live, they too shall live, 
for they are now a part of us, 
as we remember them.

When we are weary and in need of strength, 
we will remember them.
When we are lost and are sick of heart, 
we remember them.
When we have joys we yearn to share, 
we remember them.
When we have decisions that are difficult to make, 
we remember them.
When we have achievements that are based on theirs, 
we remember them.

As long as we live, they too shall live, 
for they are now a part of us, 
as we remember them.

-by Sylvan Kamens and Rabbi Jack Riemer
There is a Hole in my Heart
A selection from Washing Away the Pain
by Kenneth Esrig

There is a hole in my heart that does not bleed
A hole in my heart that burns round the clock.
There is a hole in my heart from an unexpected loss
There is a hole in my heart - when will it stop?
An arrow makes a hole that sewing can repair,
This is a hole made only by despair.
The mending is slow and fixed only with care,
A hole so big, can it ever be filled?
It takes love and support to fill this hole in.
A hole in the heart can take many forms
An absence, a loss, a failure of course.
Don’t buy any thread no shovel or sand,
This is a hole that only time mends.
זבוזר
Beth El’s Future Is Your Future!

Beth El has many ways for you to
• Remember Loved Ones
• Honor Families and Friends
• Celebrate Special Occasions

Among them are
• Include Beth El in your will
• Name Beth El as beneficiary of a life insurance policy
• Dedication opportunities
• Endowment opportunities
• Memorial (Yahrzeit) Plaques
• Leaf or Stone on our Tree of Life
• A contribution to one of our many funds

Once in every lifetime ...

A decision must be made by, or on behalf of, each person about a final resting place. The best time to select a site is when you don’t need it — when you and your family can make the right decision calmly and thoughtfully, together.

Please contact the synagogue office to discuss available sites in Beth El’s section at King David Memorial Park, planned giving, endowment, or dedication opportunities.
PLEASE NOTE
The compilation of the list of names in this Yizkor Book of Remembrance is a major task of love and labor. While we have tried to be precise and have rechecked our work, some errors or omissions may have occurred.
We ask for your understanding.